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Subjects were asked to tell which of two 
points on a visual display moved first, and to 
indicate their confidence according to a 
six-category scale. One of the two points 
moved 32 msec before the other in a// cases, 
but the order varied at random. ROC curves 
were straight lines on normal-normal paper. 
The results are inconsistent with the theory 
of a "psychological moment" but are 
consistent with the idea of"temporal noise" 
in perception. 

Several classes of evidence (Stroud, 1955; 
White, 1963; Shallice, 1967) point to the 
existence of a quanta! unit of psychological 
time which has been called the psychological 
moment. According to this momen t theory, 
psychological time is divided into discrete, 
nonoverlapping intervals or moments. A 
specific implication of one form of this 
theory is that events occurring within the 
same moment are perceived as simultaneous. 
Only events falling in different moments are 
perceived as occurring at different times. 
The presumedmoment should thuslimit the 
ability of Ss to detect the order of 
occurrence of two stimuli. This limitation 
would hold, however, only when the S is 
prevented from using cues other than the 
apparent times of occurrence ofthestimuli, 
such as apparent motion (Thor, 1968) or 
apparent position (Bekesy, 1967). While 
estimates of the psychological moment are 
never less than 50 msec, Ss can discriminate 
the order of two stimuli when their temporal 
separation is on the order of a millisecond as 
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long as the use of these other cues is 
perrnitted. 

We shall compare the moment theory to 
an alternative theory, which we shall call the 
noise theory. This theory holds that the time 
between the occurrence of astimulus and its 
perception is somewhat variable. Failures to 
correctly discriminate the order of two 
stimuli may be ascribed to the variability of 
the times it takes to perceive the two stimuli. 
It will be assumed for simpiicity, that the 
distribution of these times is normal. 

Kristofferson (1967) has tested the 
moment theory in an experiment in which 
Ss were asked to say whether two stimuli 
were simultaneous or successive. The 
interval between the stimuli was varied from 
trial to trial. The critical data was a plot of 
the probability of saying that the stimuli 
were successive against the interval between 
the stimuli. According to the moment 
hypothesis, such a plot should be fit by a 
straight line. Although Kristofferson has fit 
such data with straight lines, others (Hirsch 
& Sherrick, 1961) have fit simitar data with 
normal ogives. Anormal ogive would be 
predicted by the noise hypothesis described 
above. In fact, the two types of curves are 
difficult to distinguish on the basis of 
experimental data. An ogive is very elose to a 
straight line over much of its length. 
Furthermore, if the duration of the moment 
were only slightly variable, the line 
predicted by the moment hypothesis would 
be rounded near probabilities of zero and 
one, and would look even more like anormal 
ogive. 

The present experiment uses a different 
approach to distinguish between the 
moment theory and the noise theory. Like 
the experiments described above, the S is 

asked to tell which of two stimuli came first. 
But unlike the above experiments, the 
temporal separation between the stimuli is 
held constant, only their order being varied 
from trial to trial. Also, the S is asked to 
indicate his confidence in each of his 
judgments. According to the theory of signal 
detection (Green & Swets, 1966) such 
confidence ratings may be used to infer what 
the behavior of the S would be if he were 
asked to vary his criterion or response bias 
for saying that one of the stimuli came first. 
The S will be more likely to say that a given 
stimulus came first when the bias towards 
that response is high, or when the criterion 
for it is low. The data of interest to us is a 
plot of the probability of saying that one of 
the stimuli came first when it did (hits) 
against the prob ability of saying that it came 
first when it did not (false alarms) as the 
criterion or response bias is varied. Such a 
curve is known as the receiver·operating· 
characteristic (ROq curve. 

According to the noise hypo thesis, the 
ROC curve should resemble that obtained in 
other situations in which noise is also 
presumed to be the limiting factor affecting 
discriminability. We may apply the theory 
of signal detection to distributions of 
perception times for the two stimuli. 
According to this theory, the confidence 
ratings are taken to refer to a set of criteria 
based on a comparison of the probabilities 
of the two alternatives (one stimulus coming 
first or the other) given the perceptual 
experience of the S. The ROC curve should 
be bowed downwards when plotted in temlS 
of probabilities, but linear when plotted in 
terms of the normal abscissae corresponding 
to the probabilities, i.e., on normal-normal 
coordinates. 

According to the moment hypothesis, a 
"threshold" theory, only when the stimuli 
fall in different moments will their order be 
discriminable. Let us call the probability of 
the two stimuli ,(A and B) coming in 
different moments with one of them (A) 
coming first, P(A'). Let us call the 
probability of the two stimuli falling within 
the same moment P(M). When the stimuli 
fall within the same moment, it is assumed 
that the S's guesses are independent of the 
stimulus conditions and that he has some 
response bias, X, for saying that Stimulus A 
came first. This response bias is reflected in 
his confidence ratings. Thus the probability 
of ahit is p(a/A) = p(A') + Xp(M) , where ais 
the S saying that Stimulus A came first. On 
the other hand, the probability of a false 
alarm is p(a/B) = Xp(M). lt follows that 
p(a/A) = p(a/B) + p(A'). Thus the ROr 
curve predicted by the moment hypothesis 
is a straight line when plotted in terms of 
probabilities, and is bowed upwards when 
plotted on normal-normal paper. Further , 
the only parameter involved in this equation 
is P(A') , which may be interpreted as the 
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Fig. I. ROC curves for six Ss. The abscissa is the z corresponding to 
the probability of saying that the right stimulus came first when the left 
stimulus came first. The ordinate is the z corresponding to the 
probability of saying that the right stimulus came first when it did. 
Each S's results are plotted with reference to aseparate origin. 

proportion of trials in which the stimuli do 
not fall within the same moment and in 
wh ich A comes first. Thus, the ROe curve 
would still be a straigh t line even if the 
dura ti on of the moment were variable. 

METHOO 
The stimuli consisted of changes in 

position of two points oflight plotted on an 
oscilloscope (Teletronics 561 a). The eRT in 
this oscilloscope used an ultrashort persis
tence phosphor (P-15), the light output of 
which decays to 0.1 % of its maximum value 
in 50 microseconds. Three points were used 
in all. Each of these points was plotted once 
every millisecond. The two stimulus points 
were 13 mm to the right and to the left of 
the central fixation point. The two stimulus 
points were either 0.62 mm above or below 
the horizontal plane of the fixation point. 
Both points moved either up or down on 
each trial, that is, from their position below 
the plane of the fixation point to their 
position above, or vice versa. One point 
moved 32 msec before the other, but the 
order of movement of the points was 
random from trial to trial. The points were 
plotted and the da ta collected by a POP-5 
computer. 2 The S sat at a distance of Im 
from the display in a darkened, sound
insulated booth. 

Each trial was begun with a warning 
stimulus, an interruption of the entire 
display wh ich lasted about 30 msec. The 
movement of the first point occurred I sec 
later. The S was then given as much time as 
he wanted to make his judgmen t. He was 
instructed to make his response by giving a 
digit from I to 6. The digit I was to mean 
that he was quite sure that he had seen the 
left point move first, 6 that he was quite sure 
that he had seen the right point move first; 
the other four responses were to represent 
intermediate degrees of confidence, spread 
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out in such a way that roughly equal 
numbers of responses were made with each 
digi t. The S gave his response verbally. The E 
then typed the response on a teletypewriter, 
and the warning for the next trial occurred 
immediately. Each session consisted of 192 
trials. An opportunity for practice was given 
before the beginning of the session. No 
feedback was given. 

Six Ss of college age were paid for their 
services in the experiment. The data 
reported here are from the first eight 
sessions of each S. 

RESULTS ANO DISeUSSION 
The ROe curves, based on pooled data for 

the eight sessions, are shown in Fig. 1. The 
curves were plotted by considering al! 
responses above a given digit as an estimate 
of what the S's responses would be with a 
given criterion, as described by Green & 
Swets (1966). It can be seen that the curves 
are linear3 on normal-normal paper. If 
plotted in terms of probabilities, the curves 
are bowed downwards. Our data thus 
support the noise hypothesis, and fai! to 
support the momen t hypothesis. 4 

If it is true that the time at wh ich an event 
is perceived is normally distributed with 
respect to its time of occurrence, some sort 
of temporal noise may be said to exist. What 
is the origin of this noise? As a first guess at a 
psychological explanation, it appears that 
the noise has something to do with the 
attention of the S. The E has found that he 
can control his perception of which point 
moves first-when the two points in fact 
move at the same time and his gaze is fixed 
on the fixation point-by attending to one 
point or the other. James (1890) discusses at 
length some of the early evidence for the 
relation between attention and time of 
perception, the "prior entry" problem. The 
general finding was that a stimulus seemed 

to come earHer if the S attended to it. 
Fluctuations of attention between the two 
stimuli could account for the variability in 
time of perception. Schmidt & Kristofferson 
(1963) have made a simi!ar proposaI. Their 
view of attention, however, is an all-ar-none 
phenomenon: Attention is either focused on 
astimulus or not, at a given point in time, 
and cannot be focused on more than one 
stimulus at once. Our resuIts, h owever , seem 
to force us in to re gar ding attention as amore 
flexible entity, insofar as it may be invoked 
to explain them. 
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NOTES 
1. This work was supported by NSF Grant 

GB 6093. The author is grateful to William R. 
Uttal in whose laboratory this work was done. 

2. Evoked poten tials were also reeorded d uring 
the experiment. These data will be reported in the 
future. 

3. F or one of the Ss (JG) the ROC curve 
appeared to be bowed upwards, as predicted by the 
moment theory-although it was still bowed 
downwards when plotted in terms of probabilities. 
On dose inspection, it was found that this S 
seemed to use Response Categories 3 and 4 in 
reverse -a higher proportion of 4s being used when 
the left stimulus eame fIrst. The eurve shown for 
this S has been plotted by eombining the results of 
Categories 3 and 4. This S reported that she often 
did not see one ofthe stimuli. When thishappened 
she would respond "3" or "4." Beeause of this 
inability to order the eategories properly, and the 
suspicion of artifaet, it is feit that these results 
eannot be taken seriously . 

4. Additional support for the noise hypothesis is 
provided by two experiments whieh the author 
carried out on himself. In the fust, it was shown 
that d' is a linear funetion (passing through the 
origin) of the interval between the two stimuli (8. 
16, or 32 msec). In the seeond, Stimuli A and B 
were either simultaneous. or A preceded B by 
32 msce. In this ease, d' was about half of what it 
was for the A-B, B-A diserimination dcscribed 
above. 
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